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Remington 887 nitro mag turkey

0/5Posted by Jason Brumett Nitro Mag Camo Combo Model 887™ Remington is a beautiful and durable pump shotgun. Remington uses ArmorLokt™ a special process in which metal on the recorder and barrel are sealed to protect them from external effects such as scratches and corrosion. This is received like others by Remington
which is made from a piece of solid metal and then worked down to meet the appropriate specifications. The fact that it is a combo does not mean that it comes with chips. It means that it comes with a second barrel in which the in and out exchange is relatively simple once you have taken appropriate safety precautions. So the gun comes
with a 22nd Turkish barrel with HiViz® optical rifle sights and a water chicken 28 with a HiViz scene, and Waterfowl and Super Full Turkey Rem™ Chokes. 2 for 1.Low Price: $600High Price: $735 Be the first to add users to contribute photos. More Gun Picture Gun Tags camouflage camo pump action remington Model 887 combo Make:
Remington Model: R-25 Rifle Caliber: 243 Win, 7mm-08 Remington, 308 Win Remington R-25 Rifle is the big brother of Remington R-15 made for larger games as it uses 243 Win, 7mm-08 Remington, 308 Win some of the most popular ammunition used today. ... (see also) Made: Remington Model: 700 SPS Tactical Caliber: 223
Remington, .308 Winchester The Remington Model 700™ SPS™ Tactical is an extremely reliable and accurate rifle available in .223 Remington or .308 Winchester, and with an MSRP of $750.00 it's a dea killer... (see also) Performance: Remington Model: SP-10 Thumbhole Caliber: 10 gauge Remington SP-10 Thumb-hole common like
all 10-gauge pistols offer lethal capabilities longer range than 12 gauge. The SP-10 ™ great for capturing a turkey... (see also) Made: Remington Model: 11-87 Super Mag Synthetic Caliber: 12 gauge It's speed, versatility, bone crushing power and quick pointing characteristics can't be topped, so we've added a series of upgrades to our
Model 11-87 Sportsman Super Magnum for 2016... (see also) Done: Remington Model: 870 Express Synthetic Deer Caliber: 12 gauge The Remington 870 Express Synthetic Deer with an MSRP of just $457 is one of the cheapest, if not the cheapest, ways to get your foot in the deer shooting world. Most sta deer guns ... (see also) Like
this? Try these too.. Revised Theme Author: Remington 887 Nitro Mag DU Edition (Read 1912 times) Shotgun Type Remington 887 Nitro Mag TypeShotgunPlace of originUnited StatesService historyStory production historyManufacturerRemington ArmsProduced2009–2015VariantsNitro Mag Waterfowl, Nitro Magnum Tactical, RealTree
Camo Waterfowl edition, Turkish Version (22 barrels)Specifications pound (3.3 kg)[1]Chiều dài48.5 inch (1.230 mm)[2] Chiều dài nòng 28 inch (71) 0 mm)[1]Cartridge12 Gauge (2 3/4, 3, and 3 1/2-inch)Actionpump-actionFeed system4+1 rounds (7+1 for the tactical model), internal tube tube The LitePipe front nut, mid-bead polymer[3]
Remington Model 887 Nitro Mag is an action pump pistol manufactured by Remington Arms Company, Inc. It is noted to use a polymer finish called ArmorLokt,[1] designed to survive any type of weather conditions and not leave the outer surface to rust. [4] This gives the 887 a space age look that is one of the more defining features of
the gun. [5] Design and features As the name suggests, the 887 Nitro Mag can accommodate 3 1/2 magnum shells. In this way, it competes with the Mossberg 835 Ulti-Mag, which is specially designed to fire 3 magnum 1/2 rounds. [6] The appearance of the 887 is also frequently compared to Benelli Nova. [7] Remington 887's document
confirms this by comparing itself to Mossberg 835 and Benelli Nova. [2] ArmorLokt Ending the most prominent feature of the 887 is the ArmorLokt finish. The entire 887's collecting machine and barrel were coated with a nylon material filled with glass that protected the gun's steel interior. In this way, steel provides power to the gun while
the polymer protects the inner workings from factors, including extreme weather and corrosion results. Manufacturers have come up with several ways to help protect the metal surface of guns, but overmolding guns with a polymer is a unique concept. [4] Remington stated that the ArmorLokt finish was inestrable, and there were several
tests to help back up this claim. The company's engineers had to undergo 887 salt corrosion and underground tests and leak and separation tests in the polymer, and no one was found. [2] A second test was conducted, in which more than 10,000 rounds were discharged through a single 887 barrel, and the coating of the barrel showed
no signs of detachment. Smaller tests were conducted by reviewer who somewhat verified these results. [4] Some of the main parts of the weapon are not handled by the ArmorLokt process. Note on some sites that the problem with the assembly of terminal tubes has rust directly from the plant. The surface of the barrel, the collector, and
the fore-end synthesizer have a tire model to make an anti-slip surface. It also gives the gun a unique, often criticized look. [5] Remington's Recall Remington is carrying out voluntary recalls on all Model 887 handguns produced between December 1, 2013 and November 24, 2014 for safety reasons. Remington flagged these cannons on
a defect that could bind the batteries to the forward position. If a bullet is placed with a forward locked pin, it is possible that the shotgun can fire, resulting in an un deliberate discharge. Remington would continue to produce the Model 887 pistol because the problem was not inherent in the 887 design itself, only that some flawed
components were included in the production of the weapon. Each handgun that has been checked will be marked punch on the bolt to point out the guns have been returned, checked, checked, If necessary and shoot tests to ensure they are up to 100 percent. [8] The Remington Model 870 Comparison Of These Two Actions is
completely different. The 870 uses a lifting lug to lock the action and the 887 uses a spinning bolt head. The core design, namely action, recipients and barrels, is based on the design of the famous Remington 870. They make up the steel core of 887. [3] However, besides this, the 887 actually differed quite significantly from the 870, and
was not designed to replace the 870. [4] The 887 offers some improvements over the 870s design, which often bears a user-friendly name. The slide release, for example, is a large triangular button located in the upper half of the trigger protecter's face that is easy to use, even with gloves on or with numb hands. This is in contrast to the
870, where the slide release is to the left of an activation protecter and is a small metal tab. [4] The Remington 887 Nitro Mag Tactical Custom (with its 18.5-inch barrel and suffocating buster door) Remington originally marketed two versions of the 887, 887 Nitro Mag[1] and 887 Nitro Mag[3] Remington has released several new models
including the 887 Nitro Mag Tactical, 887 Nitro Mag Bone Collector and 887 Nitro Mag Camo Combo. The tactical model is similar to the base model, but with an 18.5 inch barrel, a magazine expansion tube, and 2 Picatinny mounted rails. The 887 Nitro Mag Waterfowl is very similar to the base version, with the main difference being the
finish. The waterbird version includes a covered finish in Mossy Oak's Break-Up Infinity and also Realtree Advantage Max-4 HD camo, which makes it ideal for hunting, by its name. [9] Waterbird 887 is also slightly heavier than 887. [2] Serbian users: Used by Serbian Gendarmies. [10] See also Remington Model 10 Remington 870
Mossberg 835 Ulti-Mag Benelli Nova Notes ^ a b c d Model 887 Nitro Mag. Remington Arms Company, Inc. Archived from the original on January 20, 2010. Retrieved January 20, 2010. ^ a 5 c d 887 Brochure. Remington Arms Company, Inc. Archives from the original on January 18, 2010. Retrieved January 22, 2010. ^ a 5 c Model 887
Nitro Mag Waterfowl. Remington Arms Company, Inc. December 20, 2008. Archived from the original on January 15, 2010. Retrieved January 22, 2010. ^ a 5 c d e f Adam Heggenstaller. Up-Armored Pump: Remington's 887 Nitro Mag (PDF). American rifleman. Retrieved January 22, 2010. 5 Adam Heggenstaller (December 19, 2008).
New pump from Remington. Coming. Retrieved January 10, 2010. [permanent death link] ^ New pump pistol from Remington: Model 887 NitroMag. The Firearm Blog. December 20, 2008. Retrieved January 22, 2010. Randy Wakeman. Preview: Remington's 2009 887 Nitro Mag Pump Action. Archived from the original on January 31,
2010. Retrieved January 23, 2010. Slowik, Max (December 12 2014). 2014). recall issues on selected Model 887 shotguns. Guns.com. Retrieved July 6, 2016. ^ ^ Retrieved from 26mm RemingtonTypeRiflePlace of originUSAProduction historyDesignerFred Huntington &amp; Mike
WalkerDesigned1955ManufacturerRemingtonVariants.244 RemingtonSpecificationsParent case7×57mm MauserCase typeRimless, bottleneckBullet diameter.2435 in (6.18 mm)Neck diameter.276 in (7.0 mm)Shoulder diameter.429 in (10.9 mm)Base diameter.471 in (12.0 mm)Rim diameter.473 in (12.0 mm)length Case2,233 in (56.7
mm) Overall length2,825 in (71.8 mm)Rifling twist1-9Primer typeLarge rifleBallistic performance Bullet mass/type Velocity Energy 55 gr (4 g) BT 4,031 ft/s (1,229 m/s) 1,985 ft⋅lbf (2,691 J) 65 gr (4 g) VMax 3,739 ft/s (1,140 m/s) 2,018 ft⋅lbf (2,736 J) 80 gr (5 g) SP 3,485 ft/s (1,062 m/s) 2,158 ft⋅lbf (2,926 J) 95 gr (6 g) BT 3,156 ft/s (962
m/s) 2,102 ft⋅lbf (2,850 J) 105 gr (7 g) RNSP 2,969 ft/s (905 m/s) 2,056 ft⋅lbf (2,788 J) Test barrel length Source: Accurate Powder[1] Remington 6mm rifle ammunition, originally introduced in 1955 by the Remington Arms Company as .244 Remington, is based on the .257 Roberts ammunition (itself a 7×57mm antique mauser) using
0.24/6mm ammunition. Known for its combination of high velocity, range, flat trajectory and accuracy, it is suitable as a dual-use hunting cartridge for both medium-sized large games and varmints. When used in previously less common slow torsion tanks, it provides special range for varmint applications. While not as commercially popular
today as the .243 Winchester, the Remington 6mm prefers a slight ballistic advantage and continues to be popular with handloaders and custom rifle builders. History developed In the early 1950s, there was a significant number of trials and 'wildcatting' in the development of .24 caliber ammunition as a double-purpose hunting ring.
Popular ammunition for this purpose included the .257 Roberts (based on the 7x57mm Mauser) and .308 Winchester. [2] Fred Huntington of RCBS developed what is known as the .243 Rock Chucker wildcat projectile. This is a .257 Roberts shell that fires a .24/6mm bullet. This eventually became .244 Remington. Mike Walker, who
previously designed Remington Model 722, 'productized' Huntington's wildcat cartridge and adapted the Model 722 chambering for it in 1955. The current Remington Model 722 is equipped with a new .244 Remington cartridge with a size of 1 inch. Remington originally offered this cartridge with 75 grain bullets for varmints and 90 grain
bullets for medium-sized games like deer Antelope. [5] Remington determined that a .244.90-grain hunting bullet was well suited for medium-sized game hunting purposes. For the length and weight of its 90-grain soft point hunting bullet, Remington chose a 1 in 12 inch twist. By choosing the slowest possible twist, Remington sought to
avoid over-spinning. By avoiding excessive rotation, they were able to maximize the velocity, range and accuracy of their large 90-grain game hunting bullets as well as lighter varmint loads. [2] Public perceptions and understanding of ballistics in the 1950s disagreed with this approach. By 1958, Remington was obliged to increase 722s to
1 in 9 inches, exceeding what was needed to stabilize a 90 grain bullet. Remington continued to supply factory ammunition in 75 and 90 grain rounds. Remington also added a number of other rifles equipped with .244 ammunition including the Model 740, Model 742, Model 760 and finally the Model 725. However, by 1962, perhaps due to
a lack of sales, Remington no longer used rifles with .244 ammunition. In 1963, after the successful first year of the new Remington Model 700 action hunting rifle, the .244 was re-introduced but renamed the 6mm Remington. The 700 continued with a 9-inch twist and Remington also introduced new 6mm ammunition loaded with a 100-
particle Cor-Lokt bullet. The new model can also fire any .244 round. The remington 722 rifle was made after 1957 with a 9-inch twist that could also fire newer 6mm 100-particle rounds. Remington labeled their new 100-round ammunition 6mm when it was introduced. However Remington continued to produce and label 75 and 90 grains
as .244 over a number of years. From the late 1960s until the early 1970s, Remington switched to labeling all such ammunition regardless of the particle weight of only 6mm. Performance Velocity The following table provides performance specifications published in the Remington catalogue in 1955 and 1963, the first years the respective
cartridges were introduced to the public. Five # Bullet Muzzle FPS 1955 0244 244 Remington Hi-Speed 75 75 Pointed Soft Point 3500 1955 1244 244 Remington Hi-Speed 90 90 Pointed Soft Point 3200 1963 1066 6MM Remington Hi-Speed 100 Pointed Soft Point Core-Lokt 3190 Recoil Remington 6mm has the advantage of a relatively
low recoil of about 10 ft/lbs depending on the load. Several gun writers, including Chuck Hawks of Guns and Shooting Online believe this has the advantage of allowing shooters to feel comfortable with rifles without developing a flinch, allowing them to focus on the correct firing position. [4] The Remington 6mm cartridge comparison is
certainly comparable to 243 Winchesters. Both were intended for the same purpose, both developed from wildcat loads and both introduced in In 1963 Remington produced both cartridges using brass of their own origin, bait, powder and ammunition. This allows for comparative data from a single manufacturer and in the case of 100
particle bullets, identical bullets are even used. The following table summarizes performance data published in Remington's 1963 catalogue:[5] Cartridge Application No. Grain Bullet Velocity - Feet Per Second Energy - Foot Pounds Muzzle 100 200 300 Muzzle 100 200 300 244 Rem varmint 0244 75 Rem Pointed Soft Point 3,500 3,070
2,660 2,290 2,040 1,570 1,180 875 243 Win varmint 0243 80 Rem Pointed Soft Point 3,500 3,080 2,720 2,410 2,180 1,690 1,320 1,030 244 Rem big game 1244 90 Rem Pointed Soft Point 3,200 2,850 2,530 2,230 2,050 1,630 1,280 995 6mm Rem big game 1066 100 Rem Pointed Soft Point Core-Lokt 3,190 2,920 2,660 2,420 2,260
1,890 1,570 1,300 243 Win big game 1243 100 Rem Pointed Soft Point Core-Lokt 3,070 2,790 2,540 2,320 2,090 1,730 1,430 1,190 The following summarizes comparative trajectory data between the 6mm Remington and .243 Winchester using the same 100 grain bullet :[6] Cartridge Bullet Velocity print @ 100 yds in @ 200 yds 3-inch



mid-range Maximum Point Blank Range (yds) 6mm Rem 100 gr Spitzer 3,100 2.5 2.2 150 296 2 4 3 Win 100 gr Spitzer 2960 2.6 1.9 140 283 Accept market 6mm Remington (left), .243 Winchester (right) The .244 Remington lagged in the market by the mid-1950s. Winchester also introduced a similar two-purpose cartridge of the same
caliber with greater success in 1955, the .243 Winchester, but with 80 and 100 particle ammunition options for its Model 70 with a 10-inch twist to allow for slightly heavier rounds. [1] The two beliefs often held below seek to explain Winchester's market success on Remington cartridges. Varmint vs. Big Game cartridge In the mid-1950s,
Remington pointed out and marketed .222 Remington, not .244 Remington for varmint applications in catalogs and flyers. For now, many people mistakenly believe Remington originally developed and marketed the Model 722 in .244 primarily as a varmint rifle. In the 1990s, even Remington himself sometimes promoted his 6mm rifle
specifically for varmint applications thus continuing to propagate awareness. While this prolonged perception is incorrect, it serves to emphasize factors that contributed to beliefs held since the mid-1950s. As noted earlier, Remington has developed two .244 payloads, one using 90 heavier particle bullets specifically designed, marketed
and intended for medium-sized large games such as deer and antelope. As Remington found the 90th seed bullet well suited for big game hunting, they chose to match the slowest twist with the length of the particular bullet and avoid spinning excessive ammunition in favor of transport A 1 in 12-inch twist was selected and used initially.
Since the new introduction .243 with it it Cereal bullets are also available, it is thought that many consumers believe that it is the minimum volume necessary to hunt deer. Similarly, early Remington 722s would have been 100-round continuous unstable depending on their length and the change was slower than the original. [6] While rifles
are now known to be accurate with proper ammunition, initial misguided attempts to fire an additional 100 rounds of ammunition may be unstable, giving the cartridge a bad, if inaccurate, reputation. [8] In December 1955, Guns Magazine writer H. Jay Erfurth in an article titled Two Varmint-Big Game Rifles discussing .244 Remington and
.243 Winchester wrote the Winchester bullet of 100 beads as better tablets for deer and the average game compared to remington 90 , although the difference seems to be mostly hair separation. He went on to write With a load of 90 beads, 244 is a good deer cartridge and certainly works on antelopes and any lighter game. [9] Eventually
90 seed hunting bullets such as the soft pointed Spitzer used by Remington were known to be well suited to medium-sized large games and the 722 was an inherently accurate rifle. Plain vs. Deluxe Rifle The second explanation is often mentioned in relation to the rifles originally equipped with .244 and .243 ammunition respectively.
Remington chose the Model 722A and 722BDL when it first introduced .244 and Winchester relied on their Model 70 for their .243. The 722A model is often cited[10] as 'simple' while the Model 70 is more advanced than the model and therefore is said to have led to greater acceptance of 0.243 on the market. However, this did not take
into light some factors when the corresponding rifle was introduced in 1955. The Model 70 has been offered with some trim levels of features all above the more basic 722. However model 70 prices range from $124.45 for the standard up to $184.65 for Super. While the 722A Standard Grade is somewhat basic, it's also significantly less
expensive at $89.95. Given that both Remington and Winchester have been developing a dual-use rifle, it is reasonable to hope that buyers looking for a single rifle for multiple uses will probably be more price conscious than a buyer can afford more rifles. Remington also offers a more advanced 722BDL Deluxe Grade for .244 with many
features including walnut stock, sling swivels mounting and checkered stocks making it more direct than the Model 70. The list price of 722BDL is $120.95, still less than any of Winchester's .243 rifle products. Three years later, Remington offered the 725ADL in .244, a feature-rich model that resembles the modern Model 700. If the
original rifle had chambers for .244 to be more successful than the original, critics might have just as easily pointed out lack of value for rifles priced in Erfurth went on to write about the Model 722 in .244 Remington, describing it this way: Remington's [.244] offer comes in the M722 which is one of the least expensive, but most modernly
designed, bolt guns on the market. [9] The 721/722 rifle was a shared success for Remington in various calibers and was competitively priced as a valuable product for the market. [11] Thông số kỹ thuật Bullet đường kính: .243 inch / 6mm / .244 inch Vỏ: 7x57mm Cartridge chiều dài: 2.825 inch Chiều dài trường hợp tối đa: 2.233 inch
MAP: 52.000 cup Firearms Remington chambered ít nhất mười hai súng trường cho các hộp mực 6mm. Bolt-action Rifles Remington Model 722 Remington Model 700 Remington Model 725 Remington Model 788 Remington Model 600 Remington Model 660 Súng trường bán tự động Remington Model 740 Remington Model 742
Remington Model 7400 Remington Model Four Pump-action Rifles Remington Model 760 Remington Model 7600 Các nhà sản xuất khác bao gồm Marlin, Savage, và Ruger cũng đã chambered súng trường cho 6mm Remington trong những năm qua. Legacy Final Public Purchases of the 1950s responded more favourablely to
Winchester at .243 while .244 struggled to gain greater market acceptance soon. Whether this is due to Winchester's slightly heavier big game bullets or the difference in the aesthetic features of the original rifle or other elements altogether, it's hard to say in a look back. Remington quickly responded to initial criticism by changing the
twisting speed in 1958 to allow heavier ammunition, replacing the 722BDL with a more advanced Model 725ADL rifle in 1958 and eventually switching to the highly successful Model 700. Remington even re-branded the cartridge name for a fresh start with a 100-grain plant load like 6mm Remington. While the Remington 6mm projectile
never took over the .24 caliber market lead from .243 Winchester, it has been maintaining success in production for nearly six decades. [12] Compared to the 1950s, there is more insight into the public and knowledge of ballistic information today. This led to a higher appreciating of the Remington 6mm. Hunters and long-range shooters
appreciate the ammunition capabilities and ballistic advantages of the 6mm Remington projectiles have. Handloaders benefit from a long cartridge neck that facilitates load operations and one of the widest selections of ammo available in any caliber. Appreciated among some is the earlier slow-twisted version .244 rifles for their ability to
push higher velocities with lighter loads due to lack of over-rotation. [14] [15] See also List of rifles Pistol table ammunition and .243 Winchester Rifling twisting speed Ballistics Delta L ballistic system problem Miller twist rule Reference ^ 6mm Rem data from Precision Powder ^ Why twist slower? | Berger Bullets. Berger bullets. Access
date February 2017. 2017. STARTLED. www.accuratereloading.com. Retrieved January 26, 2017. ^ Rifle recoil table. www.chuckhawks.com. Retrieved January 26, 2017. ^ 1963 Remington Firearms Catalog (PDF). 1963 Remington Firearms Catalog: 28-29. 1963. ^ Rifle orbital table. www.chuckhawks.com. Retrieved February 14, 2017.
HODGDON (1992). HODGDON DATA MANUAL NO. 26. Hodgon Powder Company. ASIN B000UV6KCQ. ^ .244/6mm Remington. www.ballisticstudies.com. Retrieved September 24, 2017. A Erfurth, H. Jay (1955). Two Varmint-Big Game Rifles (PDF). Guns Magazine: 8. Archived from the original (PDF) on May 8, 2012. Retrieved
February 14, 2017. Rees, Clair (2001). After 38 years, this classic bolt act remains America's favorite rifle. Guns Magazine: 52. ^ Remington Model 721 Bolt Action Rifle - MidwayUSA. videos.midwayusa.com. Retrieved September 24, 2017. ^ 'Also-Ran' Cartridges — The .244 Remington (aka 6mm Rem) « Daily Bulletin.
bulletin.accurateshooter.com. Retrieved September 24, 2017. ^ 6mm Rem. www.chuckhawks.com. Retrieved February 14, 2017. ^ 6mm Remington. Nosler - Ammunition, Brass, Ammunition &amp; Rifles. Retrieved February 14, 2017. ^ 'Also-Ran' Cartridges — The .244 Remington (aka 6mm Rem) « Daily Bulletin.
bulletin.accurateshooter.com. Retrieved February 14, 2017. Taken from
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